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him and I found a number of the uncommon books that he desired, one of which as by

Emmanuel (sp?) Kant called Perpetual Peace or some such title. Anoteher book he was

very anxious to get was three-volume set by Hatch and Redpath, a concordance to the

Septuagint. When I got to Oxford I was anxious also to get this for myself and I

wanted to get one for the Faith Seminary libravy

When I got to Oxford I found that this set (which I believe coats around S50--perhaps

a little less) was out of print. However, I was told that a considerable number of

copies had been printed at one time and that it was the practice of the Oxford University

Press, every now and then, to bind up a few copies and announce that it was again in

print. So I left an order for three sets and completely forgot that I I had done so.

Later on, after I was bsck in k fITW1W4X Philadelphia (or was it

Wilmingtin?) I heard that I saw an ad that this set was again in print and sent an

order to the Oxford Press for three eee sets. I received a letter back saying that

tag they were sorry, that all copies had been sold, and the set was again out of print.

A few days later a package arrived, sending me the three sets that I had orderedJeIN1

when I was in ngland. i One set I put in the seminary library, one I sent to Wilbur

and the other set I have here and have made use of it on many occasions.
Edward J. Carnell,

When the president of Fuller Seminary/wrote a book in which he said many nasty

things about fundamentalists I wrote a rasolutionj 'J.-4 decla±ing how very unfortunate

it was that an institution akan± should in so short a time as Fuller had been in

existences, turn so strongly against the principles on which it had been founded, and

this $ was passed (don't they UK adopt a resolution?) by the Synod

of the Bible Presbyterian Church. This was while I was working on the Scofield

Committee. That book was by Edward J. Carnell I remember now -was the name agxtkx of the

an author. I think his is a sad story. While president of Fuller he ek=k4s

wrote some books on the apologetics that I did not think paárticularly highly of. (bw?)

However, he was regarded as a very fine scholar; he had been a maember of their

faculty and they had made him president, and while president he wrote these terrible

things against Fundamentalists, such as Fundamentalists are not interested in building
improvement,

hospitals or social *1x they are too busy writing "Jesus saves" on the rocks,
it

and other silly statements like Rat: that. At any rate, (nc) they evidently made
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